
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Connection with Unit Theme:  To complement the small group study “Resurrection: 
the foundation of our faith,” this sermon explains the importance of the resurrection. 
Yes, belief in Jesus’ resurrection is necessary for salvation. Beyond that, there are 
many other benefits to Jesus’ resurrection for the believer. 
 
Introduction: Mt. Kilimanjaro has an elevation of 19430 feet. Many people got upset 
when Pluto lost its planet status. Google is the largest conceivable number. Three is a 
prime number. My shoe size is 7 ½. Tomatoes are a fruit, not a vegetable. All these 
random facts are true, but they have no significance for the average person. There is no 
good answer to the question, “Why should I care?” 

Some ancient people came out of the tomb. Jesus was one of those. That is a true 
statement. Though I am happy for them, how does any past resurrection affect anyone 
beyond their immediate surroundings? Why should anyone today care? This is the topic 
of 1 Corinthians 15. Here, Paul argues that Jesus’ resurrection was unique and that it 
universally matters. 

1. Jesus’ resurrection guarantees that Jesus will resurrect me! (v. 20-23)  
 

The Jewish nation had multiple celebrations. One of them was the Feast of 
Firstfruits. When the first portion of that season’s crop came in, the farmers would 
present that portion to God as an offering rather than eat it. It was a statement of 
faith. The firstfruits guaranteed that the rest of the crop would come in. 

The Bible speaks of God’s children as a crop that God has planted and will one 
day harvest (Matt. 9:37, 13:39). In a sense, evil men planted Jesus in the ground 
(crucifixion and burial), but the Father harvested Him when three days had 
passed (resurrection). He is the firstfruits. He was an offering to God. A larger 
crop is yet to be harvested, but their maturation and gathering in is guaranteed 
by Jesus’ resurrection. 

2. Jesus’ resurrection guarantees that I will not permanently die! (v. 24-28) 
 

It was important for Paul to include this. Until Jesus, every person who 
experienced physical rebirth also had to die a second time. Death was delayed, 
not defeated; postponed but still powerful. It seemed that death always won. 

Jesus’ resurrection was different from the rest. He rose to never die again. Death 
got no repeat business from Him. He defeated death! 
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Death is temporary for the Christian. That person’s spirit lives on, and his body 
will not forever stay in the grave. Death still happens, but it is not the end! 

3. Jesus’ resurrection guarantees that I get a new body! (v. 54-55) 
 

The body that rose from Jesus’ grave was like the body Joseph and Nicodemus 
placed there. It was still male. It was still Jewish. It was physical. He bore some 
of the marks the soldiers had inflicted. Though they did so with hesitation, people 
recognized Him.  
 
However, His body was also radically different. He could eat, but He did not have 
to. His body no longer hurt. He never again experienced thirst or weariness. Most 
importantly, Jesus’ body was no longer subject to death. 
 
People who loved Jesus were glad for Him, but they had reason to be glad for 
themselves too. Jesus’ new body guaranteed a similar new body for them and for 
us! Though our transformed bodies may not have all the abilities that Jesus’ had, 
Paul states at least two things about it. No corruption. No death.  

 
4. Jesus’ resurrection guarantees that my sin will not plague me forever! (v. 

56-57) 
 

Sin was the original cause for weakness and suffering in the human body. Sin 
will be gone, and the possibility of it returning is zero. No matter how mature a 
Christian may be in their present existence, they struggle with sin and the 
temptation that leads to it (1 Tim. 1:15).  
 
This internal spiritual battle is frustrating and draining! Too many times, we go 
back to God for another dose of His grace. Too many times, guilt over a repeated 
defeat by the Enemy prevents us from boldly moving forward. The battle we 
currently wage will be over the moment Jesus returns or the moment our present 
body stops functioning. The Law and the sin it failed to prevent will finally be only 
in our past. 

 
5. Jesus’ resurrection guarantees that what I do now matters! (v. 58) 

 
All the other promises in this passage, though wonderful, relate to events yet to 
come. Either Jesus’ return or our demise must happen first. The one Paul states 
here in v. 58 can be appropriated right now. We do not have to wait for it. We 
might have to wait for the evidence, but not the reality. 

 
What we do matters for the Kingdom! The effects of what we did for Jesus do not 
end with our death or our departure. We can stand strong! Further, we can move 
forward in confidence, knowing that Jesus defeated our greatest enemies—sin, 
the Law, Satan, and death—and that He sees and empowers our works done in 
His name. We make a difference. 

Conclusion: Jesus is alive! That’s not only great for Him, but for us who place our faith 
in Him. Jesus’ resurrection is our hope and our joy. What Jesus did gives us confidence 
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that what we do matters. Hold your head high, not in pride, but in assurance. Death may 
still greet you, but it will never defeat you! The One who conquered death claims you as 
part of His family. He is preparing a perfectly fitted home for you, and you—the living 
you—will spend eternity with Him there. 
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